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“Knowing How We Are
Doing and Where We Are
Going” workshops start
this week
It’s shaping up to be a busy year ahead for the teams of clinical, administrative and support
staff who will eventually be moving into the new Outpatients building at Christchurch Hospital.
This week the COAST team – Christchurch Outpatients and Ambulatory Services Team – led
by Felicity Woodham, is running the first in a series of workshops for staff who will be working
in the new building.
The first Destination Outpatients – Better Together workshop,
tomorrow at Canterbury DHB’s Design Lab, is an overall
introduction for staff that will cover “Knowing How We Are
Doing and Where We Are Going”. The workshop will begin
with an introduction to the Outpatients project and the COAST
team’s current and planned activities. These activities aim
to meet the challenges of the transition to the Christchurch
Outpatients building and the introduction of SI PICS (the
computer-based South Island Patient Information Care
System) to the Christchurch campus. It will then move on to
more detailed work including expectations around “Dumping
the Junk”, going paperlite and “activity follows”.
The initial Dump the Junk process is already underway for
the Outpatients services, and runs until 14 July. More details
about how and where and what to dump and what needs to
be archived are available on the, as well as resources to help
you Five-S your workspace (essentially, have a big springclean – this is an important first step on your journey to new
workspaces). Dump the Junk began with a very informative
and entertaining presentation by Brian Dolan, which staff can
now view clips from on the intranet.
For those who don’t know, the Five S’s are:
» SORT – have a big clear-out of anything you don’t need.
» SET IN ORDER – organise what you do need into sensible
categories or places.

» SHINE – clean, inspect, maintain equipment.
» STANDARDISE – use best practice, create good systems
that everyone understands.
» SUSTAIN – keep your equipment in working order.
The new Outpatients has been purpose-designed as a clinical
building for seeing patients, not as a storage facility for clinical
records. Therefore, paperlite processes are also an important
part of preparing for the Outpatients move. The services
moving into the new building will not be able to take large
volumes of paper records with them.
Think of the paperlite process as a continuum. At one end
a service might be paper-bound, with all sorts of forms to fill
in and file. At the other end, not a scrap of A4 can be found
anywhere because everything is on screen. The reality of
administering a health service lies somewhere in the middle
– some things are on screen, other things need a form to be
filled in or a record to be filed. What we are aiming to achieve
is applying paperlite principles to do the right thing with each
piece of paper, to cut down on the amount of paper shuffling
and storage we have to do, and to move towards the paperfree end of the continuum.
The ultimate COAST goal is that we will not require the paper
clinical record as we move into the new building.
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This photo below shows Kathy Davenport (Service Manager,
General Surgery) and Karen Comber (Clinical Records and
Coding Manager) working through a pile of paper filing, of
which they discovered that less than 10 percent needed to be
kept rather than filed at Clinical Records or disposed of.

Ahead of the second Better Together workshop, the team is
considering an activity follow process, which is a useful tool
for itemising and documenting what a staff member does in a
typical day or shift. As the name suggests, the staff member is
followed for a period of time and another staff member records
their activities: what they do and where they go. The data
collected is invaluable to discover whether staff are making
the best use of their time and resources and whether or not
adjustments will need to be made ahead of moving into the
new Outpatients department.
These three elements – Dump the Junk, paperlite, and activity
follows – are key parts of process improvement. There’s
no sense in building a new facility if we simply import old
processes and systems and thinking into it. That’s why, if
you are one of the 20 or so services that will be moving into
the new Christchurch Outpatients facility next year, you’ll be
hearing a lot more from the COAST team about quality and
process improvements in your service between now and then.

As you can see, it’s actually quite easy to apply paperlite
thinking to your service. You might be surprised how much
paper you can cut down on. We already know that many boxes
of “essential” paperwork that were moved into the Hagley
Outpatients building haven’t been touched since the building
opened!

For more on COAST and the Outpatients project, see our
intranet. If you have any questions, contact destination.
outpatients@cdhb.health.nz and one of the team will get back
to you. Yvonne Williams Yvonne.Williams@cdhb.health.nz is
the workshop coordinator.

Queen’s Birthday Honours
We know we have fantastic people across the DHB doing
amazing work. While we recognise and thank all of you – this
week we would like to particularly congratulate Vicky Cameron
from the University of Otago, Christchurch and Hamid Ikram,
former Head of the Department of Cardiology, who retired
from the DHB in 2002. Both were named as Officers of The
New Zealand Order of Merit in the recent Queen’s Birthday
Honours.
Vicky has been working in medical research for about
35 years. Through the Christchurch Heart Institute at the
University she has performed extensive genetic profiling
of patients with heart disease, assembling a DNA bank of
consented research data. She has held a number of leadership
roles within her field and faculty, including membership of
the National Heart Foundation Scientific Advisory Board,
Convenor of the Marsden Fund Council’s Biomedical
Sciences Panel, and Deputy Dean of the University of Otago’s
Christchurch Campus.
After moving to Christchurch in 1974, Hamid introduced
several crucial services to cardiology in Christchurch and at

the national level, including ultrasound heart assessment and
the first heart rhythm testing method. His most significant
clinical achievement was the establishment of cardiac surgery
in Christchurch in 1998. He has been extensively involved in
undergraduate teaching and postgraduate training and has
continued his research, lecturing and public speaking since
retiring. Hamid has received numerous awards in recognition
of his contributions to Medicine and Cardiology, including
Fellowships of the Cardiac Society of New Zealand and
Australasia, and The Royal Australasian College of Physicians.
Thank you for your contributions to our health system, Vicky
and Hamid.

Have a great week,

Mary Gordon
Acting Chief Executive
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Facilities fast facts
Acute Services Building at Christchurch Hospital
Sometimes it’s good to have a reminder of how far we’ve come
on our journey to new health care facilities on the Christchurch
campus. The photo to the left is the site of the Acute Services
Building taken on 9 June 2015 from Christchurch Women’s
Hospital. Two years to the day, the site looks like this (photo
below).

Spot the difference: Acute Services Building in June 2015 and below, the same
site in 2017

Christchurch Outpatients
Last week saw the second major concrete slab pour, with contractors up at the crack of dawn on Friday to create a section of
Level 3.

An early morning concrete slab pour at Christchurch Outpatients
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The Parking Spot
Have you received an email advising you of a car park offer?
Staff who are on the waiting list for 24/7 parking at the multi-storey staff car park
building and who have been offered a space at either 67 Cashel St (King Edward
Barracks) or 94 Tuam Street are encouraged to return their forms urgently; if we
do not hear back from you we will assume you no longer require 24/7 parking.

R
P&

Please be aware that it is unlikely that any 24/7 car parking spaces will become
available in the staff car park building until we have a permanent car park solution
– so, if you work shifts and accept 24/7 parking in one of our new alternative
locations, you will still be able to access the staff car park building for night shifts.
If you wish to remain on the waiting list for the staff car park building please do let
us know that too – carparking@cdhb.health.nz

P
The Parking
Spot

Have you received an email advising your car park is being relocated?
If you have recently received an email from us to say your car park is relocating, please promptly return the form which was
included in the email sent to you.
As indicated in the information sent out to you, your access to the car park for daytime hours will end as of Monday 3 July. We
need to update our records and then send you an access card for your new car park.
Christchurch Hospital Staff Park & Ride – survey reminder
The staff survey about a proposed Park & Ride shuttle service for staff at Christchurch Hospital has been extended until
Wednesday 14 June. To take the survey, click here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HYCN27X.

The Library

Browse some of interesting health-related articles doing the rounds.
“WHO creates controversial ‘reserve’ list of antibiotics for superbug threats” – The World Health Organization has made its
biggest revision of its list of essential medicines in 40 years, as it seeks to limit antibiotic resistance by reserving newer antibiotics
as a last line of defence. From Washington Post, published online: 6 June 2017.
“Even moderate drinking can damage the brain, claim researchers” – Make mine a sparkling water, barkeep. Moderate alcohol
consumption can impair cognitive function, says a study published in the British Medical Journal by researchers from the
University of Oxford and University College London. From The Guardian, published online: 6 June 2017.
“Socially assistive robots help patients make behavioral changes” – A robotic expert at the University of Southern California’s
Interaction Lab talks about robots’ potential for helping patients with convalescence, rehabilitation, and training through social
interactions rather than physical ones. From JAMA (Journal of American Medical Association), published online: 7 June 2017.
If you want to submit content to The Library email communications@cdhb.health.nz.
To learn more about Canterbury DHB’s real-life library:
» Visit: http://www.otago.ac.nz/christchurch/library/
» Phone: 64 3 364 0500
» Email: librarycml.uoc@otago.ac.nz
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Bouquets
Endocrine Test Centre, Christchurch
Hospital
Sincere thanks to the brilliant nursing
staff working in the Endocrine
Test Centre. Their knowledge,
professionalism and sense of humour
made a difficult time much more
bearable. They were so approachable,
answering questions and concerns in
a knowledgeable, reassuring way. A
brilliant team – thank you.
Plastic Surgery Outpatients,
Christchurch Hospital
My wife has recently been treated
through the Plastic Surgery Outpatients
department where they removed a
lump… and it proved to be cancerous.
She will now be treated through the
Oncology department. We found all
the doctors, anaesthetists, nurses
and surgeons to be of an extremely
professional quality. They were all very
kind and caring and their care for my
wife was awesome. A special thank you
and praise for her doctor ‘Raz’ whom
we can’t speak highly enough of. He
is without doubt the best we have ever
met. Thanks again Raz!
Plastic Surgery Outpatients,
Christchurch Hospital
My sister … was the patient. I flew from
Australia to be there for the procedure.
The respect and care all the surgical
team gave to her, as well as myself,
I have never felt so involved and the
kindness they showed for all of us in the
room was over and above I have ever
felt. A special big thank you to Dr Raz,
who was just amazing in his care and
compassion for the situation we found
ourselves in. Thank you.
Christchurch Hospital
Thank you to everyone who helped me
through a sad situation these past 24
hours. Wonderful, caring people.

Letter to Health Minister, Jonathan
Coleman, regarding Acute
Assessment Unit, Christchurch
Hospital
Dear Jonathan, I feel I must email you
my feelings on Christchurch Hospital
and their wonderful professional
services. My husband was admitted
last weekend, and is now feeling much
better. Every person we dealt with
were professionals, from St John to the
hospital staff. My husband’s initial stay
was in the Acute Assessment Unit, they
were amazing. These people should be
treasured, we live in a great country…
We hear too much from people
complaining.
Ward 27, Christchurch Hospital
The family of … would sincerely like to
thank all the staff of Ward 27 for their
wonderful care they gave to … while
she was with you. Thank you for your
expressions of sympathy and support.
We really do appreciate it.
Justin, Physiotherapy Outpatients,
Christchurch Hospital
I have just completed five physio
appointments with Justin, a student, and
wish to compliment him on his careful
approach and attention to assist me in
my recovery.
Dr Jacques, Emergency Department,
Christchurch Hospital
Just a word of delight at the great
service from Dr Jacques, he was
tremendous and so helpful to my wife …
who had a very sore back.
Nicky, Emergency Department
Reception, Christchurch Hospital
I left my precious study notes behind.
She very kindly went to look and kept
my book for me to pick up. A huge thank
you. A few weeks of study was in them.
Thank you so much for your kindness to
look. Thank you so much.

Emergency Department, Theatre, and
Ward 18, Christchurch Hospital
Awesome service and treatment
throughout my Emergency Department
admission, surgery and treatment. There
are no weak links. Ten out of ten.
Urology Day Surgery, Christchurch
Hospital
We wish to compliment the whole
process from the booking office
(Urology) to the day surgery, Nurse
Katie, Anaesthetist, Jill and her team,
and Surgeon Nick Buchan – for their
efficiency, professionalism, information
and care with my husband’s kidney
removal. I am sure this care will continue
(as it has so far) on the ward in Urology.
Not only has my husband had good
treatment but I have also had it. Thank
you all.
Rona, Radiology, Christchurch
Hospital
We would like to mention that our time
in Radiology was made all the better
by a wonderful nurse, Rona Buttimore,
who put us at ease and was both
professional, friendly and very efficient.
Hope you let her know!
Cardiac Observation, Emergency
Department, Christchurch Hospital
Thank you so very much for the caring
kindness, helping me to find the cause
of my chest pain. Thank you all so very,
very much.
Ward 11, Christchurch Hospital
Thank you for the fabulous care from
op through to ward care and then
discharge. Absolutely wonderful care.
Thank you all.
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Winter WellNow out now
From today, Canterbury people will start receiving Canterbury DHB’s community
health magazine WellNow in their mailboxes. I know we say this every time, but it’s
possibly the best yet. Read WellNow online via Canterbury DHB’s website.
There’s a very striking front cover image to draw the reader in, helping publicise a new
online resource to support the mental health of our young people, called Sparklers.
Created for schools and parents, Sparklers is a wellbeing toolkit full of games and
activities, advice and wisdom – all aimed at giving our young people the tools they
need to negotiate life’s ups and downs.
Our School-Based Mental Health Team and health promoters have made great use
of the know-how and flair of the All Right? team to produce a fantastic resource the
DHB can be proud of. Although it’s homegrown in Canterbury, it is hoped it will benefit
young people throughout New Zealand. All Right?’s habit sticks feature too, as part of
our mental wellbeing theme.
Inside the front cover, David Meates gives a roundup of news from across the region
and promotes connecting with your General Practice team as the best way to stay
“Sense of the Day”, one of Sparklers’ mental
well this winter. As part of encouraging people to provide feedback, we are asking
wellbeing activities for young people
specifically for the public’s view on how we can improve the mix of information on our
website and make it easier to access. You too can do the survey by visiting http://svy.mk/2o0BMus.
Other stories featured include initiatives to help ensure children know what their medicines are for, and that people know that they
can now dispose of old and expired medicines safely at their local Canterbury community pharmacy.
There are a couple of articles about role models for our young people on our way to a Smokefree New Zealand in 2025, with the
wonderful Fresh Air outdoor dining pilot and the Rolleston Warriors rugby league team leading the way as a smokefree sports
ground.
There is the usual facilities round up to keep the public up-to-speed with our redevelopment projects, plus some news from a
couple of our Canterbury Clinical Network partners, St John and Pegasus Health, both of which have new state-of-the-art hubs
here in Christchurch – including the new 24 Hour Surgery now in Madras street just off Bealey Ave.

Patientrack Update
The new version of Patientrack will go live for all existing and new users at
Canterbury DHB on Tuesday 20 June.
The update will begin at 4 a.m and will be ready by 6 a.m.
During this time, Patientrack will not be available.
New features:
» Partial, strike-through and retrospective observation sets.
» Accessible via Health Connect South in the Patient Context.
» Single sign on from VDI/COWS/desktops
» On mobile devices you will able to use your Windows password.
» Crisp new user interface which has a similar look on both iPad and desktop.
» User tailorable views on mobile devices (the old MyViews on desktops).
For further information visit the Patientrack website.

The new look Patientrack
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Turning one – Burwood
celebrates its first anniversary
Message from Dan Coward, GM Older Persons’ Health & Rehabilitation
One year on and I still reflect on all the hard work people put into making our move happen. It took years of preparation, input
and commitment. It wasn’t easy. There were challenges, and like every good reality home renovation show, in which it always
seems in the third act that nothing goes right, the finish looked impossibly far away. But just like every good home reno show,
with the final dab of paint, art work on the wall and polish of the windows the results are spectacular.
Seeing how everyone pulled together to open this facility makes me proud to be part of the health sector.
For me, the highlights since moving to Burwood have included the many choirs that come through and share their music that
filters across the new wards. There are so many activities in the main atrium that connect our communities and staff alike.
Teams have embraced fun activities such as loud shirt day, or regularly come together to share morning teas, farewells or
celebrations.
In the words of Mātāmua, our sculpture at the heart of Burwood Hospital - “Ehara taku toa, i te toa takitahi, katahi, ko taku
toa he toa takitini.” “Mine is not the strength of one alone, it is the strength of many” couldn’t be closer to the truth for how it
reflects for me on what we have achieved as a team, one year on from our move.

One of Burwood’s first patients,
Geoff Peach, gets interviewed by
The Press

Remember these from a year ago
– they were part of the migration
planning
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Results take a fall
The idea to incorporate a look that was more home than
hospital and the new facility’s design – including the
room layouts and the line of sight for the clinical teams,
combined with their conscientious, continued efforts
to focus on falls reduction – is starting to really make a
difference. Since moving to Burwood, our data show there
has been a huge 22 percent reduction in falls in just six
months – which equates to 121 fewer falls – in comparison
with the same period over previous years. This is a
significant achievement.

Feeling the love
Feedback on the new facilities from both staff and patients
has been overwhelmingly positive.
Nurse Educator Dinesh Lal, was involved with staff
training ahead of the move: “I think a lot of the anticipated
worry and fears about some things have certainly been
dispelled. They just weren’t an issue once people started
working here. Overall I think everything has been positive.
We’ve ended up working in a purpose-built facility that is
well liked by patient and staff.”
Sue Wells, who describes herself as the ‘dutiful daughter’,
is thrilled her mum who visited recently for an outpatient
appointment finds the building easy to get around. And it’s
not just the clinical sections that appeal for their ease of
use: “We stopped at the cafeteria and had very nice date
scone, and mum picked up a pamphlet for the hairdresser.
However, the best thing was finding a cane she liked in the
pharmacy. I’ve been trying to get her to use one for years,
and she finally found a nice feminine one here.”

Hard work well rewarded
A year on, we’re also proud to see the hard work put in
by the design and facilities teams being recognised by
external organisations.
The innovative design, collaboration and attention to
detail of the new facilities has reaped a few awards. The
building recently won gold in the NALCO Health Project
Award category in the 2017 New Zealand Commercial
Project Awards. The judges commented, “From the
state of the art façade to the industrial architecture in
the boiler house, contrasting with the softer, comfortable
ambiance of the public and ward areas, all combine to
give an overwhelming visual experience.” There was
also acknowledgement for the architects - Sheppard and
Rout Architects, Jasmax and Klein, who won a Public
Architecture Award in the 2017 Canterbury Architecture
Awards.
Our communications for the move received a Highly
Commended Award in the Government/Quasi
Government PR category for its ‘moving hearts and
minds’ change management and event communications,
for the relocation of hundreds of staff and patients from
The Princess Margaret Hospital to the new Burwood
Hospital. The judges’ comments included the following:
“An excellent entry that demonstrates well planned and
executed communications and great creativity to achieve
results… the entry is of a very high calibre. Well done!”
Congratulations to all the teams involved in the facilities
development of Burwood Hospital.

Global Voices is one of the choirs that has filled the wards with song
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Nurse Coordinator – Workforce
Development Projects role filled
The development of the Canterbury region’s nursing workforce is a clear focus of the Nursing Workforce Development Team.
Strong communication and organisational skills are essential for this team as they coordinate multiple projects, which require
timely reporting and stakeholder relationship management. The position of Nurse Coordinator – Workforce Development Projects
has now been filled and the Nursing Workforce Development team are delighted to announce that Cathy King from the Specialist
Mental Health Service (SMHS) has accepted this position and brings all of these key qualities to the role.
Cathy is passionate at ensuring that the patient is at the centre of all we do and this has been proven in her work as a Nurse
Educator over the past 15 years for the SMHS, as well as previously working in their Acute Services team. Cathy has completed
her Postgraduate Diploma in Health Sciences endorsed in Mental Health Nursing through University of Otago and is highly
regarded within the SMHS and across the sector.
Although Cathy is well known for her ability to organise and coordinate conferences such as the People in Disasters Conference
and the Australasian Nurse Educator Conference, Cathy brings so much more to the role. Cathy is also a Nursing Council
Assessor, a PDRP Assessor and Resource Person, and is on a number of DHB-wide committees such as the healthLearn
Content Committee as well as the Pressure Injury Committee. Cathy has a strong quality focus and has also participated in the
Quality Awards as an assessor and through submitting a project.
The Nursing Workforce Development team are delighted Cathy has joined them and she reports to Becky Hickmott, effective
from June 12. Cathy will provide operational support to meet key strategic initiatives and nursing workforce priorities for the
Nursing Workforce Development team.

Rapaki Māori Women’s Welfare
League Fundraiser
Friday, 5pm - 23 June 2017
Rehua Marae, 79 Springfield Road, St Albans
Come celebrate Matariki with an evening of waiata, dancing, kai and an art auction. Have fun and help us fundraise to send
delegates to the National MWWL Conference 2017
Tickets Available From Rehua Marae Office. Tel: 355 5615
$30 cash only please.
If you would prefer to pay online, please contact our Secretary, Lynere. Email lynere@inet.net.nz or phone 0276765745.
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Eating and Activity Guidelines
newsletter update

The Ministry of Health has released two new publications this week that help to support families make healthier lifestyle
decisions.
Sit Less, Move More, Sleep Well – Active Play Guidelines for Under-Fives includes information on the importance of active play,
reduced sitting and screen time and good quality sleep for healthy growth and development.
How We Eat is a report that brings together and assesses evidence on eating behaviours and their influence on diet and body
size.
These publications complement the updated physical activity guidelines for children and young people aged 5-17 years that were
released earlier this month and the Ministry’s Eating and Activity Guidelines.
If you have questions about the Eating and Activity Guidelines for New Zealand Adults or the Eating and Activity Guidelines
Series, please email eatingandactivityguidelines@moh.govt.nz.
More information, including the new publications, is available on the Ministry of Health’s website.

New research finds flu is a major
killer in New Zealand
New University of Otago research has found that flu is a major killer in New Zealand, reinforcing the need for annual vaccinations.
The research shows that influenza is probably New Zealand’s biggest single infectious disease killer, killing about 500 New
Zealanders each year and accounting for about 1.8 percent of total deaths. The risk of premature death is much higher for Māori,
Pasifika, men, and those living in relative poverty.
Study co-author Professor Michael Baker, from the University of Otago, Wellington, says that having an annual influenza
vaccination is still the best protection we have [against influenza].
The research was published on 1 June in the Journal of Infection. The full paper can be read via ScienceDirect.
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Flu vaccinations update
Once again a huge thanks to all Canterbury DHB staff that
have had their free flu shot. The number of our people who
have had their vaccination is ahead of the numbers for this
time last year but we can’t get complacent.
Immunisation is your best defence against influenza – a
serious illness that spreads quickly from person to person
through touch and through the air. By immunising against
influenza you can protect yourself and lessen the chance of
bringing it home to a baby, older relative, or someone with a
medical condition who could develop serious complications
from influenza.
There are many excuses that people use for not getting
vaccinated against the flu. You’ve probably heard most of
them. Last week we shared a video of Canterbury DHB
Medical Officer of Health, Alistair Humphrey, where he stated
why the vaccine cannot give you influenza. For information on
other flu myths visit the Immunisation Advisory Centre (IMAC)
website.
Details on the free staff clinics being held this week are shown
below. There are four Roll the Dice Clinics this week - if you’ve
had your flu shot, and you bring a workmate who hasn’t had
theirs yet to one of these clinics, you’ll both be able to roll a die
for a chance to win a free coffee (or other hot drink).
Free clinics:
Christchurch Campus:
» Wednesday 14 June – 1.30 - 3pm at Endo Room – Roll
the Dice Clinic
» Wednesday 14 June – 3 - 4.30pm at G194 (Otago Research,
corridor behind the shops)
» Wednesday 14 June – 5.30 - 7.30pm at ICU
» Friday 16 June 9am - 2pm at Great Escape - Roll the
Dice Clinic
Burwood Hospital
» Tuesday 13 June – 2 - 3pm at BWD 2.1 – Roll the Dice Clinic
Hillmorton Hospital
» Wednesday 14 June – 2.30 - 3.30pm at Clinical Services Unit
» Thursday 22 June – 2.30 - 3.30pm at Clinical Services Unit - Roll the Dice Clinic
Ashburton Hospital
» Thursday 15 June – 10.30am - 12pm at Ashburton Café - Roll the Dice Clinic

Clinic times don’t work?
If clinic times don’t suit your schedule please contact your authorised vaccinator – if you’re not sure who your authorised
vaccinator is ask your Clinical Nurse Manager or read the list of authorised vaccinators on the intranet.
Had your flu shot somewhere else?
If you had your flu vaccine at your general practice team or at a pharmacy, please let us know by clicking on the button on the flu
intranet page.
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Congratulations to Burwood’s
Hospital Aides
Burwood Hospital has celebrated the graduation of seven of its Hospital Aides from the New Zealand Certificate in Health and
Wellbeing (Level 3) in May.
This is the culmination of months of hard work and persistence from this dedicated group. Their certificates were presented by
Director of Nursing, Diana Gunn, and Careeforce Workplace Advisor, Andy Bunn, and was followed by afternoon tea and photos
The Certificate is a qualification where trainees gain relevant, practical qualifications in a learning environment they feel
comfortable in. Evidence shows that training increases confidence and job satisfaction, resulting in improved employee attraction
and retention. Workplace training leads to a higher quality
of care in our community, improving health and well-being
outcomes.
Currently Canterbury DHB offers the New Zealand Certificate
in Health and Wellbeing (Level 3) Health Assistance Strand to
small groups of hospital aide staff at Burwood, Christchurch
Hospital and Turangi, Ashburton.

Left to right: Hospital Aides: Helen Scanlon (Ward CG), Evelyn Adcock (Ward
CG), Chrissy Dobson (Ward C2), Susanne Jennings (Ward GG), Wendy Phiskie
(Ward C1), Sue Hobbs (Ward GG), Sharon Hoffman (Ward FG)

Volunteers in the Main Entrance
to Christchurch Women’s Hospital
Canterbury DHB is extremely fortunate to have volunteers wayfinding and assisting at the main entrance of Christchurch
Women’s Hospital from Monday June 12.
The hours the volunteers will be present are: Monday to Friday: 8-11.30 am; 11.30 am – 3.00 pm.
These hours will be trialled and amended if necessary over the next few months.
Please send any feedback to Service Manager, Women’s Health, Natalie King at natalie.king@cdhb.health.nz.

From left: Service Manager, Women’s Health, Natalie King, Volunteers, Jennifer
Papenburg and Pandeep Gill, Volunteer Co-ordinator, Jan Danrell, and PA to
Service Manager, Women’s Health, Cheree Castle

From left: Volunteers, Pandeep Gill and Jennifer Papenburg help Samantha
and her baby boy Travis, aged four months
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Staff Wellbeing Programme:
Mindfulness and new site flyers
The second of the new site flyers for Canterbury DHB’s Staff Wellbeing Programme is now available on the Staff Wellbeing
intranet page and covers the Christchurch campus.
Free weekly mindfulness sessions are being offered by Canterbury DHB Ward Clerk, John Hammond, in the Christchurch
Hospital Chapel.
John says his mindfulness journey started some time ago when his wife Carla was seriously ill.
“Unexpectedly we met a Buddhist Monk who spoke to us and prophetically said ‘I can’t make you
better but I can make the journey easier.’ Not especially by religion, but by meditation, learning to
relax, enjoying today. Worrying not about yesterday and looking forward to the small pleasures
tomorrow.”
One thing led to another and Carla ended up convening the meditation sessions in the Hospital
Chapel, he says. A close friend assumed this role when she was no longer able.
John Hammond

“Three years ago I was thrilled to have the opportunity to continue the good work,” he says.

The sessions are casual, humanist rather than spiritual. Participants attend when they feel the need.
“We meet for half an hour with plenty of seats in the peaceful surroundings of the Hospital Chapel. Some folk like to sit on the
floor. I look forward to seeing you,” says John.
To find out what is happening at your site please visit the Staff Wellbeing intranet page.
For more information on Staff Wellbeing please contact Staff Wellbeing Coordinator, Lee Tuki, at lee.tuki@cdhb.health.nz or text
027 689 0285.

Classes at Christchurch Hospital
Updated 31/05/2017 @5.12pm
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

12.00pm

Mindfulness with John
No Cost - 30minutes

4.30pm

Pilates with Lisa Hansen
$10 - 60minutes

The Chapel

The Great Escape Lounge

4.45pm

Yoga with Lisa Wood
$12 or $100 for 10 sessions 75minutes
The Great Escape Lounge

5.30pm

Zumba with Sandra,
On hold dependent on numbers
Casual $7 or $50x10 & $30x5
Students $4 or $20x10 & $15x5
The Great Escape Lounge

CONTACT: INSTRUCTOR or STAFF WELLBEING for more details
YOGA: Lisa Wood 027 3582 339 or aljwood@clear.net.nz

PILATES: Lisa Hansen 021 1715 777

MINDFULNESS: John Hammond ext 89280 or John.Hammond@cdhb.health.nz
ZUMBA: Sandra Carabali 022 1859 171 osandra90co@yahoo.com
The Canterbury District Health Board is committed to providing staff with easily accessible options to help them
improve their physical and mental wellbeing. Results of the Staff Wellbeing Survey 2016 show that only 28% of
respondents were meeting the Ministry of Health guidelines for physical activity. This compares to the National
average of 51%, suggesting the need for greater opportunities.

Staff Wellbeing Coordinator Lee Tuki: text 027 689 0285 or email lee.tuki@cdhb.health.nz
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One minute with…
Anna Fraser, Parkinson’s Nurse
What does your job involve?
I am the Parkinson’s Nurse for the Multiple Sclerosis and
Parkinson’s Society of Canterbury (Inc). This involves
supporting 508 Parkinson’s members in Canterbury who utilise
our society by seeing our nurse, physios, gym instructors, yoga
teacher and even our Nordic walking instructors! They also
have access to counterpunch boxing and dance classes.
My role consists of offering education and support to enable
members to stay in their home for as long as possible. It is vital
that our members have a good relationship with their general
practitioner, specialists and other health professionals in order
for them to receive the appropriate care. When required, I
refer members to allied health staff for assessments in speech
language therapy, occupational therapy and older persons’
health reviews.
Why did you choose to work in this field?
I had worked at the Canterbury DHB for nearly 20 years, 13
of them as a stroke nurse in the Stroke Unit which I loved.
However, I wanted to move into community nursing and help
people stay well in their homes.
What do you like about it?
I love working with members to help empower them to stay
well living with their Parkinson’s. I believe their journey is my
journey and I am there every step of the way for them.
What are the challenging bits?
Parkinson’s medications can be challenging for members,
doctors and myself. Together we work with the GPs and
neurologists to find the right meds for each member.
Who inspires you?
Every Parkinson’s member I have met so far.
What do Canterbury DHB’s values (care and respect
for others, integrity in all we do and responsibility for
outcomes) mean to you in your role?
Respecting members’ wishes and beliefs, caring for the
member and their family and getting them to take responsibility
for helping themselves with their Parkinson’s are all vital to
ensure optimal health outcomes.

One of the best
books I have
read was…
‘When the Moon
is Low’, by Nadia
Hashimi. Nadia
has now brought
out another great
read called ‘A
House Without
Windows’. Both
are fantastic
reads.
If I could be
anywhere in the
world right now it
would be…
Snuggled up
with a good book
in bed with my
husband and three
boys.
What do you do on a typical Sunday?
We have a lifestyle block, therefore the weekend consists of
boys’ sport, gardening, housework, farmwork and cleaning out
the chicken coop!!
One food I really like is…
Any!!
My favourite music is…
Pink, she rocks!

If you would like to take part in this column or would like to
nominate someone please contact Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz.
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Freedom gained from quitting
smoking
The May issue of Te Panui Runaka featured an article from Community & Public
Health on World Smokefree Day, including an interview with Herewini Banks who
started smoking when she was 17 years old in the 1960s and quit almost a year
ago. It also included advice for those wanting to quit. The article is shared below.
Herewini has had enough of smoking.
Smoking a pack a day just got too expensive, she says.
“One day, after the price went up, I just threw down my pack on the table and said
‘That’s it, when I finish smoking you, I quit.’ I needed to decide in my own mind
that I had had enough.”
Herewini Banks (Te Wheke, Takahanga and Tūāhuriri) started smoking when
she was 17 years old in the 1960s. Her boyfriend smoked, her parents smoked,
everybody smoked.
“It’s just how it was back then. Smoking was everywhere.”
She remembers being at work at an electronics assembly company.
“I would have a soldering iron in one hand and a cigarette in the other.”
Herewini also remembers the exact date and time she quit - 4.30pm on 15 July,
2016.

Herewini Banks

“Before that I had tried everything that was on offer to help me quit (everything except the gum, I couldn’t chew the gum). I even
tried a hypnotherapist. But I had to get it in my own mind that I was going to give up and decide to do it.
“My husband couldn’t be prouder of me and having his support was great. I also had the support of my friend, Elaine. She really
encouraged me to keep at it.”
One of the best things about quitting is not having to constantly decide between cigarettes and the other everyday things you
need, Herewini says.
“For me it was a choice between smokes and petrol, smokes and food… and it was always the ciggies that won out. It’s great to
be released from having to make that decision all the time.”
Herewini’s advice for other people thinking about quitting smoking:
“Set a date, stick to it, and quit.”
If you are thinking about quitting smoking there is lots of support available, such as free nicotine replacement products and quit
coaches.
To start your Smokefree journey you can contact Te Hā – Waitaha by phone 0800 425 700, email smokefree@cdhb.health.nz or
go to www.stopsmokingcanterbury.co.nz
You can also phone Quitline on 0800 778 778 or visit www.quit.org.nz.
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Retirement of dedicated
Occupational Therapist
Long-serving Occupational Therapist, Shirley Milligan, has retired from Canterbury DHB after
many years of dedicated service.
Shirley began her career as an Occupational Therapy Assistant at The Princess Margaret
Hospital in 1964.
She was there for six months before commencing her Occupational Therapy Training in Point
Chevalier, Auckland, as there was a place reserved for a trainee from Christchurch. She
graduated with Triple Honours.
Shirley returned to Christchurch where she has remained ever since, working both as a tutor
and in clinical practice.
Shirley accepted the post as Occupational Therapy Manager at Christchurch Hospital 30 years
ago and retires from this role. During this time she supervised the department as it developed
from a team of 10 to the current team of 47, with Occupational Therapy having a dedicated
service to most areas within the hospital.

Shirley Milligan

Over this time she also facilitated the introduction of the Occupational Therapy Weekend Service across the expanding
Christchurch Hospital campus.
During her clinical career, Shirley maintained strong links with the New Zealand Association of Occupational Therapy, becoming
President from 1997-1999. She was the World Occupational Therapy Federation delegate from 1993-1996, representing New
Zealand at conferences in Edinburgh, London and Nairobi.
With the evolution of Occupational Therapy within an acute hospital, Shirley co-authored a paper published in the New Zealand
Journal of Occupational Therapy in 2002, on Occupational Therapy in Acute Care. She also presented this at a conference in
New Zealand.
Adaptive equipment provision for enabling timely discharge from hospital was highly recognised by Shirley and developing a large
equipment store and resources for staff to use was a high priority of hers. She developed good processes and relationships with
agencies to ensure that we had a seamless service.
Shirley has been a dedicated Canterbury DHB staff member and when she identified the need for staff to have easy access to a
Justice of the Peace (JP), she undertook this training nine years ago and offered the service to staff and her community during
her long career.
Shirley’s passion within her work role has been her staff. She has contributed to the careers of many therapists, attended
weddings, special events and visited the arrivals of staff members expanding families, with a personally knitted gift from her.
Shirley values the many contacts and working relationships that she has had within the hospital and community services.
Her life outside the hospital will not be quiet and she will continue her JP service, working with Rotary’s Inner Wheel and she is
continuing to investigate and participate in many community activities, where her Occupational Therapy skills will continue to
serve her well – no doubt running the odd group or two that she joins.
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Men’s Health Month
It’s Men’s Health Month and that’s a great time for men to have a think about health and how important it is.
Specific actions might be to start talking about it with mates, families and doctors, or doing something to be just a little bit
healthier, such as getting a check- up.
Read about what is happening here.
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Repeat of Saxon Connor’s popular
IT Grand Round presentation
Canterbury Hospitals Medical Staff Association (CHMSA) have arranged a repeat of Saxon Connor’s popular IT Grand
Round presentation from the end of April, to ensure that everyone has a chance to hear it.
Date: Thursday 15th June 2017 - 5.15pm to 6.15pm
Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre
Speaker: Dr Saxon Connor, General Surgeon
With snacks from 5pm
“What is going on with the Electronic Medical Record?”
The digitisation of the inpatient medical record is starting:
» Do you feel that it has worsened your workflows?
» Are you starting to wonder why we are doing it when paper was working just fine?
» What is our end goal?
Saxon will give his thoughts on what the near future holds as we try and achieve paper-lite status for Christchurch Hospital’s new
Acute Services Building.

Canterbury Grand Round
When: Friday, 16 June 2017 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm
with lunch from 11.45am
Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre
Speaker 1: Dr Helen Lunt, Via Innovations and Diabetes
“From Eroom’s to Moore’s Law: Exponential technologies
and their relevance to healthcare”
‘Exponential technologies’ are disrupting many industries. We
are all experiencing the effect of digital innovations, but are
there other technologies we should be aware of and what are
their likely impacts on healthcare?
Speaker 2: Kiki Maoate, Pasifika Futures Ltd and
Paediatric Surgeon/Urologist
“Pasifika Futures: Pasifika Whanau Ora Commissioning
Agency”

Video Conference set up in:
» Burwood Meeting Rooms 2.3b
» Wakanui Room, Ashburton
» Administration Building, Hillmorton
» The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley Lounge
» Pegasus, 401 Madras Street, Christchurch, Room 1.02
All staff and students welcome.
This talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet within
approximately two weeks.
Next is – Friday, 23 June 2017
Convener: Dr R L Spearing, ruth.spearing@cdhb.health.nz

Services and resource allocation for families in need have
historically had poor support in becoming sustainable
programmes. Three years of outcome data will be presented
around the dramas, perceptions and politics of unfolding this
startup programme.
Chair: Melissa Kerdemelidis
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